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What would be of our souls, had we never incarnated as humans? We never came to Earth and
our planet never developed into what it became and is.
Q:
C:

Esteemed Committee, what is the answer to this question?
You would still be yourself, that would not change.

Q:
Would we have incarnated elsewhere?
C:
Nearly all of you have —and do— as the timeline illusion of your Earth existence is
subtracted from the illusion your Earth life requires.
Q:
C:

Everything being simultaneous, right?
Exactly correct.

Q:
Many times y'all have informed us that the number of souls in existence is far larger than
the much smaller minority who incarnate, anywhere. Is this small percentage a reason for
anything?
C:
It is an indicator that incarnation is the less popular route to gaining experience,
knowledge and depth. It is difficult yet extremely rewarding.
Q:
OK, focusing on the title of today's post, would most Earth "incarnatees" still do it
elsewhere?
C:
Yes and do. Or have, if a timeline is insisted imposed.
Q:
We have the opportunity to incarnate as many different things on Earth, or another
planet?
C:
Yes.
Q:
Do we remain in a certain sector of the galaxy or even within any one galaxy?
C:
Most souls choosing physical remain in one galaxy, however it is not required. Just as
many humans will remain in their nation, or state, province or prefecture within, but are not
required.
Remaining in a section of the galaxy, is a timeline illusion. Many souls will incarnate in several
places with physical proximity, also not required.
Q:
Of the billions of human incarnated souls aboard Earth at the moment, how many have
multiple incarnations here?
C:
Nearly all of you.
Q:
Is Earth unique in this regard, or do many planets have repeat offenders?
C:
Many have repeaters, but Earth is especially attractive and in your galaxy, is one of the
highest if not the highest repeat rate location for incarnation.
Q:

Was Earth's physical development truly haphazard and random?

C:
Yes, the planet could have been formed in a very different way, unable to sustain the life
it now enjoys.
Q:
Does our Mother Earth truly enjoy the animal and planet life on the surface?
C:
Oh, yes. But she sees it as a visitor, a benevolent parasite whose existence and presence is
temporary.
Q:
Is this the reason our guardian angels prevent us from annihilating the planet surface in
a nuclear war?
C:
Yes, by your collective instruction we might add.
Q:
C:

Our collective instruction?
Yes. Human souls now aboard do not want the planet rendered uninhabitable.

Q:
Do our Alien ET visitors figure into this decision?
C:
Yes, and their souls also. For many of you have been them and many have been humans,
incarnated on Earth.
Q:
Are the current Alien ETs blocked from knowledge just as humans are restricted from
knowing the other life incarnation details?
C:
Yes.
Q:
What benefit does Earth incarnation offer difficult if not impossible to have on another
planet in our galaxy?
C:
The physical environmental beauty mixed with the extremely wide range of human
experiences. The environment supports life well; observe animals for evidence. Human
reproduction is easy in the environment and sufficient physical sustenance is abundant, far in
excess of the population Earth now holds.
Q:
Earth is not physically overpopulated?
C:
Not even close to its limits. Examine China and India, then compare to the USA and
Canada. The populations of the former could remain well supplied as the latter two nations
expended their current populations several times over, without physical difficulty.
Q:
C:

But for the illusion of scarcity?
This is social, not biological and yes.

Q:
C:

Is the human perception of scarcity one of the main attractions?
Yes, indeed.

Q:
What drives a soul to become a one percenter? To choose a physical incarnation, rather
than remain as one of the 99% who do not.
C:
Two factors; a sober self-analysis of development without incarnation and the value to be
derived, and the available slots.
Q:
What drives availability?
C:
Your incarnation experience is carried for interaction. You must plan this, and the
quantity of souls with whom you can schedule your life contract then execute, is constrained.
You represent on of the constrainers, just as you are also constrained by them.

Q:
C:

Did Donald Trump incarnate to become president of the USA?
Yes.

Q:
What about him causes so many people to dislike him? I realize I sound naïve, but I don't
invest emotions in the people, I am very much interested in results and independence.
C:
His style and manner. He comes across to many observers as excessively imposing, and
curiously the people who react this way prefer to be imposed upon, but insisting that the imposer
be smooth, nice and pleasant in the act of forcing their compliance.
Q:
Why does any soul choose incarnation?
C:
To play a role and learn from the experience. To enjoy the opportunity to supply
experience.
Q:
Who takes on the toughest incarnation roles on Earth?
C:
The disabled, the crippled, the mentally affected, the victims of crime and the criminals.
These people are the heroes of Earth.
Q:
Are such souls seen as the elite, the best of the best, from Heaven?
C:
Yes, they are the bravest of the brave. They are the top 1% of the one percenters who
incarnate.
Q:
How about a Trump. Obama. BoJo, etc.?
C:
Their lives are by comparison very easy. They are admired for the generosity they
provide, foregoing the far greater experience available by not becoming a prominent, powerful
human. Remember, the power humans perceive in a leader is simply a human agreement. All of
you could alter this arrangement quickly and withdraw the authority and power the leader seems
to have.
Q:
Who is going to win today's NFL playoff game between the Green Bay Packers and the
Tampa Bay Buccaneers? [Do not make bets].
C:
Tampa Bay.
Q:
C:

What would Earth have become, other than what we know?
Two parts apply to this; physical condition of the planet and development of the surface.

Q:
OK, give us the physical.
C:
Earth could well have become one of the other planets, the asteroid belt the remnants of
one, or Mars or Venus. Sunlight at the surface would have been different, thus the forms of all
plant & animal life would be different. The physical composition of Earth would have been the
same but the solar radiation would have been different, and affected the magnetic field of Earth.
Earth ended up in a unique equilibrium of factors, but this was random. As the planets were
formed, ejected from the central mass which produces stars and planets revolving, many
possibilities existed.
Q:
OK, now the development on the surface.
C:
As Earth cooled and the surface became hard, water separating into the lower regions, the
planet was visited and seeded. Your Alien ET friends came from near and far in your galaxy to

introduce plant and animal life. Much of what has developed and evolved, derives from these
plantings and seedings. Dinosaurs are the one large, animal life example.
Q:
C:

Human the latest newcomer?
Yes.

Q:
C:

Thank you, Esteemed Committee. I expect reader questions in the comments.
Our pleasure it shall be to answer them.

